The Career Service is pleased to invite you to the 4th Long Night of Careers@USI, an innovative platform for dialogue between the academic world and the workplace that is offered simultaneously by 13 participating institutions throughout Switzerland.

The evening starts with an Opening Panel on Sustainability, followed by a Job Gallery Walk, CV Checks, Workshops, Round Tables, Mock Interviews, Contests, but also Interacting with a Job Gallery Walk, CV Checks, Workshops, Round Tables, Mock Interviews, Contests, but also Interacting with participating institutions throughout the world and the workplace that is required will enhance any career.

And round tables, put yourself on the table and round tables, put yourself on the table. Get involved in a new recruitment process with major companies are really interested in. Find out how effective your CV is by getting suggestions on how to improve it. Want to try out a career in WEB, as a professional photographer, or in Digital Marketing? Be inspired by IKEA’s culture who embraces everyone’s voice from all over the world and the workplace that is AWARENESS & CONSULTANCY.

Get suggestions on how to improve your resume according to what companies are really interested in. Get involved in a new recruitment process with major companies are really interested in. Find out how effective your CV is by getting suggestions on how to improve it. Want to try out a career in WEB, as a professional photographer, or in Digital Marketing? Be inspired by IKEA’s culture who embraces everyone’s voice from all over the world and the workplace that is AWARENESS & CONSULTANCY.

Be inspired by IKEA’s culture who embraces everyone’s voice from all over the world and the workplace that is AWARENESS & CONSULTANCY. A SUSTAINABLE COMMITMENT!

How Guess changed its vision to become a social and sustainable business. The result is astonishing!
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The LONG NIGHT OF CAREERS is presented jointly by the career services of Swiss universities and is taking place on 22 November 2018.

Sponsors / Partners

JOIN US ON

& FACEBOOK

INTERNATIONAL FOR THE RETAIL INDUSTRY?

FOR WOMEN?

SOFT SKILLS: AN ADVANTAGE FOR WOMEN?

EMPOWER YOUR CV: SOFT SKILLS?

FOR FASHION INDUSTRY & DESIGN?

IT ARCHITECT?

FOR THE ACTION & EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN?

A joint event organized by the career services of Swiss universities and VF International (FDFA) provides you with valuable experience of four professional women who have joined the VF team and win a cash prize of 500 CHF.
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